This event is one in a series of wide-ranging, informal conversations hosted by the Stanford Woods Institute for the Environment. Each conversation will explore the who, how, and why behind major developments in environmental science and policy. Stanford Woods Institute director Chris Field will start the exchange, with much of the time reserved for audience interactions.

**DATE**
Tuesday, October 3, 2017, 3:30 to 5 p.m.
Reception to follow from 5 to 6 p.m.

**LOCATION**
Mackenzie Room, Jen-Hsun Huang Engineering Center
Stanford University

**REGISTRATION**
To register for this event, please visit
https://october3conversation.eventbrite.com

**DETAILS**
Open to the campus community. For more information, visit:
https://woods.stanford.edu/news-events/event/conversation-lynn-orr or contact Mollie Field at mfield1@stanford.edu

Lynn Orr served as Under Secretary for Science and Energy at the U.S. Department of Energy from December 2014 to January 2017. He was the founding director of the Precourt Institute for Energy at Stanford from 2009 to 2013. He was also the founding director of Stanford’s Global Climate and Energy Project from 2002 to 2008 and dean of the School of Earth, Energy, & Environmental Sciences from 1994 to 2002.

Lynn Orr

This event is sponsored by the Stanford Woods Institute for the Environment, the hub for interdisciplinary environment and sustainability research at Stanford.